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ABSTRACT 

Let F be a life distribution with survival function F = 1 - F and 

00 — 
finite mean y * j n F(x)dx. The scaled total time on test transform 

-1 
F ( t ) — 

<P,,(t) = /n /F(x)dx/y was introduced by Barlow and Campo (1975) as a 
r U 

tool in the statistical analysis of life data. The properties IFR, IFRA, 

NBUE, DMRL and heavy-tailedness can be translated to properties of tp„(t). 
r 

We discuss the previously known of these relationships and present some 

new results. Guided by properties of <P„(t) we suggest some test statistics 
r 

for testing exponentiality against IFR, IFRA, NBUE, DMRL and heavy-tailed-

ness, respectively. The asymptotic distributions of the statistics are 

derived and the asymptotic efficiencies of the tests are studied. The 

power for some of the tests is estimated by simulation for some alterna

tives when the sample size is n = 10 or n = 20. 
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1. Introduction and summary 

In reliability theory the notion of aging plays an important role . There

fore several classes of life distributions have been introduced in order 

to model different aspects of aging. Among these are the classes of life 

distributions with the properties in the following definition. 

DEFINITION 1.1 Let F be a life distribution (i.e. a distribution func

tion with F(0 ) =0) with survival function F = 1 - F and finite mean 

y = /Q F(x)dx and let S = {t: F(t) > 0}. Then F and F are said to 

be (or to have) 

(i) increasing fcri-Vure rate (TER) if the conditional survival function 

_ F(x+t) 

F(t) 

is a decreasing function on S when x > 0; 

(ii) increasing failure rate in average (IFRA) if 

t „ -tytt) 

is increasing on S; 

(iii) new better than used (NBU) if 

F(x)F (y)_ > F (x+y) 

for x > 0 and y > 0; 

(iv) new better than used in expectation (NBUE) if 

CO 00 

F(x) f F(y)dy > S F(x+y)dy 
0 

for x > 0; 
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(v) decreasing mean residual life (DMRL) if 

t / F(x)dx 
F(t) t 

is decreasing on S; 

(vi) harmonio new better than used in expectation (HNBUE) if 

/ F(x)dx < y exp(-t/y) 
t 

for t > 0. 

By reversing the inequalities and changing decreasing (increasing) to 

increasing (decreasing) we get the dual classes DFR, DFRA, NWU, NWUE, IMRL 

and HNWUE. Here D = decreasing, I = increasing and W = worse. 

Between these classes of life distributions the implications in Figure 

1.1 (but no other) hold. 

IFRA 
—V 

NBU 

(DFRA) 
==r> 

(NWU) 

NBUE HNBUE 
=r> 

(NWUE) (HNWUE) 

DMRL 

(IMRL) 

* 

Figure 1.1 Implications between some classes of life distributions. 

The IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE and DMRL classes of life distributions (with 

duals) and their properties were discussed e.g. by Bryson and Siddiqui (1969), 

Haines (1973) and Barlow and Proschan (1975). The HNBUE (HNWUE) class was 

introduced by Rolski (1975) and was further studied by Kiefsjö (1977, 1980a, 

1980b). 

During recent years some tests have been suggested for testing 

HqI F is the exponential distribution 
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against 

(1.1) H^: F is V but not exponential, 

where V denotes IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE or DMRL. Such tests were proposed 

e.g. by Proschan and Pyke (1967), Barlow (1968) and Bickel and Doksum (1969) 

when V = IFR, by Barlow and Campo (1975) and Bergman (1977) when V = IFRA, 

by Hollander and Proschan (1972) and Koul (1977) when V = NBU, by Hollander 

and Proschan (1975) and Koul (1978) when V » NBUE and by Hollander and 

Proschan (1975) when V = DMRL. 

The scaled total time on test (TTT-) transform and the TTT-plot were 

introduced by Barlow and Campo (1975). These concepts have proved to be very 

useful in the statistical analysis of life data. In Section 2 we shall pre

sent the TTT-transform and the TTT-plot and give some of their properties. 

It is possible to translate some of the aging properties (i)-(vi) above 

(with duals) to properties of the scaled TTT-tran sform. Such corresponden

ces will be discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we shall use these proper

ties of the scaled TTT-transform to get ideas for different test statistics 

for testing H^ against H^ when H^ is of the type (1.1). We also present 

a test statistic for testing HQ against heavy-tailedness. Two of the test 

statistics which we obtain have been derived before but from a different 

point of view. The asymptotic distributions of some of the test statistics are 

derived in Section 4 and the consistency of the tests is discussed in Section 

5. Asymptotic efficiency results and some power estimates will be presented 

in Sections 6 and 7. In Section 8 the tests are illustrated on times between 

failures of air conditioning systems in jet airplanes. 
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2. The total time on te st concept 

2.1 The TTT-transform and the TTT-plot 

We shall here briefly present the TTT-transform and the TTT-plot 

(TTT = Total Time on Test). For further details see e.g. Barlow and 

Campo (1975), Barlow (1979) and Bergman (1979). 

Let F be a life distribution with finite mean y. The TTT-transform 

Hp? of F is then defined by 

-1 F~1(t)_ 
H _ ( t ) =  /  F ( s ) d s  f o r  0  <  t  <  1 ,  

0 

where 

F-1(t) = inf{x: F(x) > t}. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between life distributions and their 

TTT-transforms. 

Further, is continuous if and only if F is stricly increasing for 

0 < x < F ^"(1) and is strictly increasing if and only if F is 

continuous. 

Since the mean of F is given by 

00 

y = H *(1) = / F(s)ds, 
0 

the transform 

F_1(t) 

(2.1) <p (t) = — / F(s)ds for 0 < t < 1 
F y o " " 

is scale invariant and is named the seated TTT- trans form. 

Figure 2.1 on p. 5 (from Barlow and Campo (1975)) illustrates the scaled 

TTT-transforms for some members of the family of Weibul l distributions 

_ 0 
with F(x) = exp(-(x/a) ), x > 0. In particular we note that if F is the 

exponential distribution then the scaled TTT-transform is given by •(t) = t, 
r 

0 < t < 1. Further scaled TTT-transforms are presented by e.g. Barlow (1979), 

and Bergman (1979). 



Figure 2.1 Scaled TTT-transforms of some 

Weibull distributions with F(x) = exp(-(x /ct)6).  

Assume that t(1) < t(2) < t(n) is an ordered sample from 

a life distribution F (and let t(0) = 0). Further let 

j 
S. = I (n-j+1)(t(k)-t(k-l)) for j = 1, 2, ..., n. 

k=l 

(and Sg = 0) denote the total time on test at t(j). Note that = E°_^t(k). 

A natural choice of estimator of the scaled TTT-transform is the 

empirical scaled TTT-transform 

H"1(t) 
(p (t) = for 0 < t < 1 , 
n -1 

HnL(l) 

where 

F~1(t) 
-1 -
H (t) = / F (s)ds for 0< t < 1, 
n 0 n - -

F is the empirical distribution function and F = 1 - F . Calculations 
n n n 

show that H ^(j/n) « S./n for j = 0,1,...,n. By using 
n J 
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S. 
u. = -gJ- for j = 0, 1, . .. , n 
J n 

we get that 

cpn(j/n) = u.. for j =0, 1, ..., n. 

The TTT-plot is now obtained by plotting lu against j/n for j = 

« 0, 1, . n and then connecting the plotted points by straight lines 

as in Figure 2.2. 

u. 

Figure 2.2 Example of a TTT-plot, 

As a consequence of the Glivenko-Cantelli Lem ma we get that if F is 

strictly increasing then 

<Pn(j/n) * 

with probability one and uniformly in [0,1] when n 00 and j/n t 

(see Barlow et al. (1972), p. 237). Because of this, Barlow and Campo (1975) 

suggested a comparison of the TTT-plot with graphs of scaled TTT-transform s 

for making model identification • 
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2.2 The TTT-transform and some aging properties 

Some of the aging properties IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE and DMRL (with duals) 

can be translated to properties of the scaled TTT-transform. We shall 

here summarize the previously known of these relationships and give some 

comments on them. We shall also present some new results. 

The following theorem in the IFR (DFR) case is due to Barlow and Campo 

(1975); see also Barlow (1979). 

THEOREM 2.1 A life distribution F is IFR (DFR) if and only if the scaled 

TTT-transform <Pp(t) is concave (convex) for 0 < t < 1. 

The proof is based on the fact that if F is absolutely continuous and 

strictly increasing then the derivative of ^„(t) is given by 
r 

3t Vc> = 
yr(F_1(t)) 

for almost all t £ [0,1], where r(x) = f(x)/F(x) denotes the failure 

rate and f(x) the density function. 

Theorem 2.1 is illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. 

t 1 

Figure 2.3 Scaled TTT-transform 

of an IFR life distribution. 

t 1 

Figure 2.4 Scaled TTT-transform 

of a DFR life distribution. 
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Also the following theorem was given by Barlow and Campo (1975); see 

also Barlow (1979). 

THEOREM 2.2 If F is a life distribution which is IFRA (DFRA ) then 

Barlow and Campo (1975) proved the theorem when F is strictly increa

sing and absolutely continuous and then said that the general case follows 

from limiting arguments (which were not specifie d). Note that an IFRA life 

distribution is strictly increasing but not necessarily continuous and a 

DFRA life distribution is continuous but not necessarily strictly increa

sing. 

Barlow (1979) also pointed out that there are life distributions which 

are not IFRA but for which cp^,(t)/t is decreasing. An example of such a life 

distribution is 

where c = Un 2 - 1/2 (see Barlow (1979)). 

The NBU class of life distributions properly contains the IFRA class. 

Therefore it is natural to wonder if any implication holds between the NBU 

property and the property that (p_(t)/t is decreasing for 0 < t < 1. 
r 

The answer is no. It can be proved that F in (2.2X is not NBU (hut 

is NBÜE). Furthermore, 

is NBU but <pp(t)/t is not decreasing. 

In fact the property that if>F(t)/t is decreasing on 0 < t < 1 is 

equivalent to that 

tp (t)/t is decreasing (increasing) for 0 < t < 1. 
F 

for 0 < X < 1/2 

1 - exp(-(c+x)) for x > 1/2 

F(x) = 1 - for k < x < k+1 and k = Q, 1, 2 
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1 
(2.3) TT7T ^ F(s)ds is decreasing on M = {x: 0 < F(x) < l}. 

0 

The class of life distributions for which (2.3) holds has in fact emerged 

earlier in reliability theory. Marshall and Proschan (1972) studied replace

ment policies. They proved that under the age replacement policy (see e.g. 

Barlow and Proschan (1965), Chapter 4) with replacement age T the expec

tation of the length of time between succèsive failures is decreasing in T 

if and only if (2.3) holds (see Marshall and Proschan (1972), Theorem 2.8). 

Marshall and Proschan (1972) also proved that (2.3) is true if F is IFR 

and that a life distribution for which (2.3) holds is NBUE. 

In fact we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.3 For a life distribution F the properties 

1 x -
(2.4) , . / F(s)ds is decreasing (increasing) on M = {x: 0 < F(x) < 1} F(x) 0 

and 

(2.5) ip -(t)/t is decreasing (increasing) for 0 < t < 1 
r 

are equivalent, 

PROOF Let us study the "decreasi ng11 case. Then it can be seen that if any 

of (2.4) and (2.5) holds then F is strictly increasing on M. If F in 

addition is continuous the equivalence follows by substituting t = F(x). 

Now suppose that F is a life distribution with scaled TTT-t ransform 

<p (t) for which (2.4) holds. Let t- < t9 and a. =F1(t.),j »1,2. 
r 1 Z J J 

If a^ = a2 then ^(t^/^ > <Pp(t2)/t2. If a1 < a2 we can find two 

OO OO OO 
sequences (y.). , and (z.). .. such that (y.). , increases to a_ 

M  '] j'l J J=1 3 J = 1  1  
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and (z.K i decreases to a, and z, < y. for j,k - 1,2,3,... . 
j j=l 1 K J 

From (2.4) we get that 

zk 

* > f F(s)ds > -x1 / F(s)ds for j ,k = 1,2,3,... . 
F(zk) 0 - F(y.) 0 

Letting j 00 and k -*• 00 we obtain that ^Pp(t^)/t| ̂  ̂ (^2)/^2* From 

this follows that (2.4) implies (2.5). 

Now suppose that (2.5) holds. Let x^,x2 € M with x^ < X2 and let 

tj = F(Xj), j = 1,2. Since F is strictly increasing on M we get that 

t, < t„ and F 1(t.) = x., j = 1,2. By substituting t = F(x) in the 

^ ^ X1 
inequality > cpF(t2)/t2 it follows that /Q F(s)ds/F(x1) > 

x2 -
> /q F(s)ds/F(x2). 

The proof in the "increasing" case is of similar character. Then F is 

continuous but not necessarily strictly increasing. o 

In the NEUE (NWUE) case we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.4 A life distribution is NBUE (NWUE) if and only if 

<Pp(t) > ( .<) t for 0 < t < 1 . 

The NBUE characterization was made by Bergman (1979). He used this charac

terization in connection with replacement policies. The statement in the 

NWUE case is new (as far as this author knows). The proof in the NWUE case 

is rather similar to that in the NBUE case. We want to point out here 

that the proof not only consist in reversing inequalities and also that 

the substitution t « F(x) does not work in the general case since there 

are NBUE (NWUE) life distributions which are neither continuous nor strictly 

increasing. 
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Figure 2.5 illustrates the relations between the IFRA, the NBU and the 

NBUE classes and the class of life distributions for which cp (t)/t is 
r 

decreasing on 0 < t < 1. 

IFRA NBU 

NBUE 

Figure 2.5 The relations between some classes of 

life distributions. 

In the DMRL (IMRL) case we have the following characterization. 

THEOREM 2.5 A life distribution F is DMRL (IMRL) if and only if 

Q(t) = (1—cp (t)>/(1—t) is decreasing (increasing) for 0 < t < 1. 
r — 

PROOF A life distribution which is DMRL (IMRL) is continuous (strictly 

increasing) but not necessarily strictly increasing (continuous). This is 

a consequence of the definition. If F is both continuous and strictly 

increasing the proof follows from the fact that 

1 x -
y(l - i / F(s)ds) 

(2.6) / F(s)ds = 2 
F(x) x 1 - F(x) 

by using the substitution t = F(x). The proof in the general case is 

analogous to that of Theorem 2.3. • 
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The expressions "heavy-tailed" and "light-tailed" distributions are 

frequently used in the literature. Bryson (.1974) gave a formal defi

nition of the concept " heavy-tailed" distribution as one whose mean 

residual life e_(x) = f° F(s)ds/F(x) is an increasing function of x 
r X 

(i.e. F is IMRL) at least for sufficiently large values of x. However 

this definition has some disadvantages (see Vännman (1975)). Vännman 

(1975) instead proposed several (for absolutely continuous distributions) 

equivalent definitions of hea vy-tailedness. One of these is the followi ng. 

DEFINITION 2.1 Assume that L0 » lim ep(x) exists (finite or infinite). 
x-*» 

Then F is 

(i) heavy-tailed if = 00 

(ii) light-tailed if = 0 

(iii) a border-line case if 0 < < 00. D 

REMARK If lim sup e (x) t lim inf ep(x) we cannot classify F by 
X-K» x-*30 

using ep(x). 

From (2.6) we get that £his definition of heavy-tailedness (light-

tailedness) can be translated to the scaled TTT-tr ansform. 

THEOREM 2.6 A life distribution F is 

(i) heavy-tailed if <Pp(l) * 00 

(ii) light—tailed if <Pp(l) = 0 

(iii) a border-line case if 0< <Pp(l) < 00 

REMARK With tp'(l) we of course mean lim{((p (t)-<p1?(l))/(t-l)} 
„ , F t-*l-
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Theorem 2.6 is illustrated in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. 

Ve 

t 1 

Figure 2.6 Scaled TTT-transfora 

of a light-tailed life distribu

tion. 

t 1 

Figure 2.7 Scaled TTT-transform 

of a heavy-tailed life distribu

tion. 

Finally we want to mention the following facts. 

No implication is known between the NBU (NWU) property and the 

TTT-transform. 

For relationships between the HNBUE (HNWUE) property and the scaled 

TTT-transform, see Klefsjö (1980b). 

For other interesting characterizations of the aging properties IFR, IFRA, 

NBU and NBUE, see Langberg, Leon and Proschan (1978). That paper also inclu

des another proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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3. Test statistics based on the scaled TTT-transform 

In this section we shall suggest some test statistics for testing 

exponentiality against different forms of aging. 

Let t(l) < t(2) < ... < t(n) denote an ordered sample from a life 

distribution F with finite mean u = /q F(x)dx (and let t(0) = 0). 

Further let 

Dj = (n-j+1)(t(j)-t(j-l)) for j = 1, 2, ..., n 

denote the normalized spacings. Then S. = D , j = 1, 2, . .., n. 
J tC I K 

3.1 Against the IFR (DFR) alternative 

To get ideas of how to form test statistics for testing exponentiality 

against the IFR (DFR) alternative we use that F is IFR (DFR) if and only 

if the scaled TTT-transform (pp is concave (convex); cf. Theorem 2.1. 

Now suppose that <Pp is concave. This means that linear interpolation 

between the points (t^,(Pp(t^)) and (t2»<Pp(t2)) always underestimates 

iPp(t) for t^< t < t2« Therefore, with &(t) according to Figure 3.1 on 

p. 15, we have £(t) < <Pp(t). It is therefore reasonable to expect the TTT-plot 

based on a sample from an IFR life distribution to have the corresponding 

property. Thus we expect u^ to be larger than the value for t = j/n on 

the line through the points ((j—1)/n,u^_1) and ((j+l)/n,Uj+1); see 

Figure 3.2 on p. 15. This means that 

(3.1) uj_! + uj+1 * 2Uj < 0 for j - 1, 2, n-1. 

A possible test statistic against the IFR alternative is therefore 

II" 1 

A1 * 3h (uj-i*vr 2,y-

We expect a negative (positive) value of A^ if F is IFR (DFR), but 

not exponential. 
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cifWì 

H, It*)) 

<Mt) 

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2 

We get that 

(3.2) A - 1 - u - u - (D - D )/S . 
1 n-1 1 n 1 n 

One advantage with A^ is that its distribution under is easy to 

calculate. With the aid of the fact that (u-,u0,...u -) has the same 
l z n-i 

distribution as an ordered sample of size n-1 from a uniform distribu

tion over [0,1] (cf. David (1970), p. 80) we .get th at 

P(A1 < x) » 

1 /., \ n~ 1 
-jd+x) 

,  1 , . n - 1  
1 - "2 ( 1-x) 

for -1 < x < 0 

for 0 < x < 1. 

Further, we get that 

1 X  -Iti 
lim P(nA1 < x) = j f e dt. 
n-*» —00 

This means that nA^ asymptotically has a Laplace distribution. We note that 

the numeratot of A. = (D -D-)/S is independent of D0,D0,...D - . A 
1 n 1 n r 2' 3 n-1 

consequence of this fact is that a test based on A^ is not consistent 

against the wtiole class of IFR (DFE) life distributions. 

If cp is concave we not only expect (3.1) to hold. We also expect, 
r 

for j =0, 1, ..., n-2 and k = 2, 3, ..., n-j , that 
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(3.3) Uj+ v  > &((j+v )/n) for v = 1, 2, ..., k-1 

(see Figure 3.3). 

(C, AU?)) 

Figure 3.3 

It is easily seen that (3.3) is equivalent to that 

k(u. -u.) > v(u. ,-u.) for v = 1, 2, ..., k-1. 
j+V j j+k j 

This gives the idea to study the test statistic 

n-2 n-j k-1 
(3.4) A- = Z Z Z {k(u. -u.)-v(u. ,-u.)} . 

j=0 k-2 v=l J+K J 

If F is IFR (DFR), but not exponential, we expect to be positive 

(negative). 

After a good deal of calcula tion we get that 

n 
(3.5) A0 = Z a.D./S , 

JL * i li n j=i j 

where 

(3.6) ctj = (n+l)3j - 3(n+l)2j2 + 2(n+l)j3 }. 

The distribution of A^ is more complicated than that of . Since the 

normalized spacings •••, are independent and expon entially 

distributed under H (see e.g. David (1970), p. 79) and S = z" , D. 
u n j=l j 
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we get that 

A fi 
S ' S ' 
n n 

n-1 

has the density 

,n-l 

f(x^,*2»•••,xn-l) = on 

where ß = {(x1,x2,..•»xn_i>: xj > °> 1 l j 1 n-1» Sj=i xj < lS' 

(cf. Hogg and Craig (1970),pp. 140-141). From this we can at least 

theoretically calculate the distribution of Aj. However, as we shall 

see in Section 4, A^ is asymptotically normally distributed. 

Before leaving the 1FR case we note that the condition (3.1) can be 

written as 

With 

and 

(3.7) 

< Dj for j = 1, 2, ..., n-1. 

V. . 
ij 

1 if D. < D. 
J i 

0 if D. > D. 
J - i 

n-1 n 
S - I Z V. . 

ij 

for j = i+1, i+2, ..., n 

i—1 j=i+l 

we expect S to be large if F is IFR but not exponential 

was proposed by Proschan and Pyke (1967). 

This statistic 

3.2 Against the IFRA (DFRA) alternative 

No condition is known of the scaled TTT-transform tp_(t) which is equivalent 
r 

to the property that F is IFRA. However, from Theorem 2.2 it follows that 

"iPp(t)/t is decreasing for 0 < t < 1" is a necessary (but not suf ficient) 
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condition for F to be IFRA. 

If <p (t)/t is decreasing we expect the corresponding to hold for the 
F 

TTT-plot. This means that 

u. u. 
(3.8) —tt— > -A— for j > i and i = 1, 2, ..., n-1. 

i/n j/n J 

Multiplication by ij/n and summation over i and j gives the test 

statistic 

n-1 n 
(3.9) B = E E (ju. - iu.). 

i=l j=i+l 1  J  

We expect a positive (negative) value of B if F is IFRA (DFRA). Simpli

fying the expression in (3.9) we obtain that 

(3.10) B = Z M./Sn . 
j = l 

where 

(3.11) ß. = 2j^ - 3j^ + j(l-3n-3n^) + 2n + 3n^ + n^ } 
J o 

We note that B has the same form as k^. Hence what was said about 

the distribution of A2 is true for B as well. 

3.3 Against the NBUE (NWUE) alternative 

We know from Theorem 2.4 that a life distribution F is NBUE (NWUE) 

if and only if <&,Ct) > (<) t for 0 < t < 1. This gives rise to the 
r ~~ 

test statistic 

n 
C = I { u. - J- > 

j-1 J n 

for testing against the NBUE (NWUE) alternative. Direct calculations give 
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n-1 , 
(3.12) C = E u. - . 

j=l 3 

If F is NBUE (NWUE), but not exponential, we expect C to be positive 

(negative). 

We note that 

C = V - = nK*, 

where V = E" ! u. is the cumulative TTT-statistic (see e.g. Barlow et 
J=1 J 

al. (1972), Chapter 6) proposed for testing against "F is IFR (DFR)" and 

(3.13) K*- ? <|-ii*£)t<j)/Sn 

was introduced by Hollander and Proschan (1975) for testing against the 

NBUE (NWUE) alternative. Hence, C, V and K* are equivalent test statistics 

3.4 Against the DMRL (IMRL) alternative 

By using Theorem 2.5 and the same idea as earlier we expect that if F 

is DMRL (IMRL) then 

1 - u. 1 - u. 
1 <  ( > )  " ï  r " 7  f o r  j  >  i  a n d  i  =  0 ,  1 ,  . . . ,  n - 1 .  
1 - J/n 1 - i/n J  ' 

After multiplication by (n-i)(n-j)/n and summation we get the test statistic 

n-1 n 
(3.14) M.. = Z Z  {(n-j)d-u.) - (n-i) (1-u. ) >. 

i=0 j=i+l J 

If F is DMRL (IMRL), but not exponential, we expect M^ to be positive 

(negative). 

We note that M^ is proportional to the test statistic V* proposed 

by Hollander and Proschan (1975) for testing against DMRL (IMRL). 
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If 

1 - tPF(t) 
Q(t) - — 

has a derivative then Q(t) is decreasing if and only if Q'(t) < 0. 

Since 

(l-*PF(t)) - (l-t)<(t) 

Q'<t) - 2 
(1-t)2 

we expect (l-<P,,(t)) - (l-t)<p'(t) to be negative if F is DMKL. From this 
r F F 

we get the idea of studying 

• u-+1 " u-_i 
(1-u.) - (1-^-) ^—- for j = 1, 2, . .., n-1, 

3 n 2/n 

where n(u. , - u. ,)/2 is an approximation of the deriva tive. A possible 
J + l J-l 

test statistic against the DMRL (IMRL) alternative is therefore 

n-1 
= Z (2(l-u.) - (n-j)(u. .-u. 

j=l J J ^ 

Substituting u. = E^=1 Dv/Sn we get that 

(3.15) M = Z y D /S , 
j=l 

where = 1-n and Yj = 4j - 3 - 2n for 2 < j < n. This is another 

test statistic of the same form as and B (and M^). 

We remark that there is a relation between the test statistics and 

C . As is easily seen 

M2 = nu^ - 4C - 1. 
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3.5 Against heavy-tailedness (light-tailedness) 

Theorem 2.6 gives the idea of using the "derivative" at t = 1 of 

the TTT-plot 

(3.16) E =-2 2I1 = n(i-u ) 
Ü - n~l rv-l 
n n 

as a test statistic against heavy-tailedness (light-ta iledness). 

If F is heavy-tailed (light-tailed) we expect E to be large and 

positive (small and positive). 

An advantage with E is that it has a simple distribution under H^. 

Since 

P(u , < x) = Xn_1 for 0 < X < 1 
n—1 - - -

we have 

P(E < x) = 1 - (1 - -)n_1 for 0 < X < n. 
- n — -

From this it follows that E is asymptotically exponentially distributed 

with mean 1 under HQ. We also observe that E (or equivalently un_^^ 

has another advantage as a test statistic. It can be seen from the TTT-plot 

if hq can be rejected by comparing un_j with the rejection bound. If 

we use » which is uniformly distributed under hQ, the rejection 

bound is even independent of the sample size. 

Other test statistics for testing against heavy-tailedness (light-

tailedness) are 

(3.17) T2 - t(r)/t(m) 

(3.18) T3 = t(r)/ 
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and 

«>)/( ï <«>) 

where r< m and r< s < k are chosen in a suitable way (which 

depends on F). These statistics were proposed and studied by Väninnan 

(1975). 

4. The asymptotic distributions 

First let us summarize our new test sta tistics. 

Against IFR: 

A, = (D-D.)/S (see (3.2)) 
i n i n 

n 
A0 = Z a.D./S (see (3.5)), 

^ J J n j=i j 

with ou = {(n+l)3j-3(n+l)2j2+2(n+l)j3}. 

Against IFRA: 

n 
B = Z ß.D./S (see (3.10)), 

• i J J n j=l J J 

with = -g- (n3+3n2-3n2j-3nj-3j 2+j+2n+2j3) . 

Against DMRL: 

n 
M = Z  y DJ S n  (see (3.15)), 

4_-| J J n 

with Y^ = l~n, Yj = 4j-3-2n, 2 < j < n. 

Against heavy-tailedmess: 

E = n(l-u ,) (see (3.16)), 
n-l 
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We note that they are all scale invariant. Here B and are 

asymptotically normally distributed under rather general assumptions 

on F. Let us consider A? 

By using that = (n-j+1)(t(j)-t(j-1)) we can write the numerator 

of A2 as 

n n 
E a.D. = E a'.t(j) . 

j-1 J J j-1 J 

Here 

(4.1) a! = i (8nj3-15n2j2+8n3j-n4) + p(najb), 
J 0 

where p(naj^) denotes a sum of terms of the form naj^ with a+b < 3. 

These terms can be ignored without disturbing the asymptotic properties 

of This means that if 

J*(u) = T (8u3-15u2+8u-l) 
A D 

then A„/n^ and (j/ri)tCj) /S has the same asymptotic properties. 
2 A 11 

With 

00 

(4.2) y(J.,F) « / X J (F(x))dF(x) 
A 0 

00 00 

(4.3) a2(j.,F) - / f J*(F(x))J*(F(y)){F(min(x,y))-F(x)F(y)}dxdy 
A 0 0 

V(J.,F) 
(4.4) J*(u) = JA(u) Å 

and 

00 

y = / F(x)dx 
0 

it can be proved ,by using Slutsky's Theorem and Theorems 2 and 3 in 

Stigler (1974) , that 
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A y(J ,F)\ 
I/, å_)\ 

(«•5) —^JA,F)/y /- N(0,l) when " * " 

00 rj 

if / x^dF(x) < 00 and o (J ,F) > 0 (cf. Hollander and Proschan (1980)) 

0 
Under HQ we have F(x) = FQ(x) = 1 - exp(-Xx), x > 0. Straightforward 

calculations show that 

M<JA,FO) • 0 

and 

°2«a-V 1 

7560 • 

Consequently, under hQ we get that 

(4.6) ) -*• N(0,1) when n 00. 

In the same manner we also have 

B y(J F) 

/Vn(-j 1 A 

(4.7) —>f)/y J N(0,1) when n •+ °° » 

where 

J^(u) * ̂ r{4-6u-6u^+8u^) • 

Under HQ we get that 

a£(B i/ClOAn^1) -> N(0,1) when n 

For M2 we have 

n 

|!16jt(j) (n2-n+l)t(1) 
M = i-i + 
2 n n 

^ t(j) Z t(j) 
j=l j=l 
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where 

6j •« 8j - 6n - 3 for j » 1, 2, ..., n. 

From this it follows that if 

(4.8) /n t(l) -• 0 in probability when n •* 00  

then 

H-!) 
\  rsf l  T ^^  /l I  /  

(4.9) oC ( ) + N(0,1) when n °°, 
JM,F)/y 

where 

Jw(u) = 8u - 6. M 

The condition (4.8) can be written as 

lim Fn(x//rî) = 0 for x > 0 
tr*» 

0 
and holds e.g. for F(x) = exp(-(x/a) ), x > 0, when 6 < 2. In particular 

we get under hq that 

c£ (M,/3n/((n-l)(4n-5)) N(0,1) when n «. 

We also point out that the asymptotic distribution under for 

B and can be derived by using Liapounov's Theorem (see e.g. Chung 

(1974), p. 1851, Slutsky's Theorem and rather straightforward calculations. 
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5. Consistency 

In this section we shall prove that the tests based on the asymptotically 

normally distributed statistics A2, B and M2 (if (4.8) holds) are con

sistent against the class of continuous IFR, IFRA and DMRL life distribu

tions, respectively. For M2 this follows from the fact that (if (4.8) 

holds) it is asymptotically equivalent to C (cf. p. 20) which is consistent 

against the larger class of continuous NBUE life distributions (see Hollander 

and Proschan (1975)). We concentrate on A2 and B . Since these statistics 

are asymptotically normally distributed with y(J^,Fg) = v(Jb,FQ) = 0, where 

fq denotes the exponential distribution, the consistency follows if 

y(J^,F) > 0 when F is IFR (but not exponential) and yOg,F) > 0 when 

F is IFRA (but not exponential). Let 

/// f<P(t+")~<P(t) _ q>(t+s)-q?(t)  
ß, 

Y. - j j j  i 
A o L U 

A 

su ds dt du 

where 

* {(s,t,u): 0<u<s, 0<s<l-t, 0<u<l} 

and 

T. - SS 
B S 

. sHîiU d8 dt 
t s J 

where 

fì = {(s,t): 0<s<t, 0<t<l}. 
D — ~ — — 

If F is IFR (IFRA) but not exponential it follows that ¥ > 0 (H^ > 0) 

Hence the proof is complete if we can show that ¥ = y(JA,F)/y and 

¥ = y(J„,F)/y. A straightforward integration by parts gives that 
B B 

1 1 1 1 2 
f. = -7- / tp(u)du + / utp(u)du -fu (p(u)du 
A 6 0 0 0 
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and 

1 1 1 2 
= - -t f <p (u)du + / u tp(u)du. 

B 6 0 0 

By using the fact that 9 for a continuous life distribution F, 

00 1 

— f F^ C+'''(x)dx = k / (l-u)k *ip(u)du for k > 1 
y 0 0 

the statement now follow s. 

We can here give the reason why we got the test statistics V* and 

K* of Hollander and Proschan (1975) by considering the TTT-plot. 

Our test statistic is proportional to 

n-1 n 1-u. 1-u. . -ii 
E Z { 1- l>(i-i)(i-JL)ìì 

i-0 j-i+1 l-i- l-i- n nnn 
J n n 

which is the sample analogue of 

(1-s)(l-t)ds dt. rr f l-cp(s) _ l-<P(t) 
JJ __ 

0<s<t<l 

With s = F(x) and t = F(y) this integral can be written 

00 00 

/ F(u)du / F(u)du 

(5.1) // {2-z -2-3 }F(x)F(y)dF(x)dF(y) 
x<y F (x) F (y) 

and V* is the sample analogue of (5.1). For C and K* the situation 

is analogous. 

6. The asymptotic efficiency 

When comparing consistent tests of a simple hypothesis 0 = 9q against 

an alternative hypothesis 0 > 0Q (say) different measures of asymptotic 

efficiencies can be applied (see e.g. Rao (1965),pp. 390-396). When the 

test statistic T is asymptotically normally distributed with mean y(0) 

2 
and variance O (0)/n the most frequently used measure when testing 

-1/2 
© " O Q  against a sequence of alternative hypoth esis 0 = 0Q + cn 
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is the Pitman efficiency given by 

(6.1) Ep(T) = (y,(eo))2/a2(0o) 

Here 0^ corresponds to the exponential distribution. By using (4.3)-(4.8) 

we can now calculate the Pitman efficiency in the form 

(6.2) EF(T) -

for T = A2, B , M2 and V*. 

We have calculated E^(T) for linear failure rate, Makeham, Pareto, 

Weibull and gamma alternatives given respectively by 

1 2 
F1(x) = 1 - exp(-(x +j 6x )) for x > 0, 0 > 0, 

F2(x) = 1 - exp(-(x+0(x+e X-l)) for x > 0, 0 > 0, 

F3(x) =1- (l+0x)"1/e for x > 0, 0 > 0, 

0 
f4(x) = 1 - exp(-x ) for x > 0, 0 > 0, 

1 X 0-1 -t 
F^(x) = f^öy ft e dt for x > 0, 0 > 0. 

Here F^ (for 0 > 1) and F^ (for 0 > 1) are IFR and F^, 

F^ (for 0 < 1) and F<- (for 0 < 1) are DFR. 

For F^, F2 and F^ we get for 0=0^=0 and for F^ and 

F^ when 0=0^=1. 

Table 6.1 on p. 29 shows for each one of F^-F^ t^ie asymptotic relative 

efficiencies of the test statistics compaired to the one with the largest 

Pitman efficiency value. The last column gives in each case the largest 

Pitman efficiency value of the included stati stics. 
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TABLE 6.1 The Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency. 

T 

A2 
B 

M2 
V* E 

max 

F1 
0.44 0.31 0.91 1.00 0.820 

F2 
Ô.70 0.70 1.00 0.70 0.083 

F F3 
0.44 0.31 0.91 1.00 0.820 

F4 
0.51 0.87 1.00 0.49 1.441 1 

F5 
0.39 1.00 0.90 0.28 0.498 

As a further comparison we mention that for K* (see p.19) , S (see (3.7) 

p. 17) aqd W = j&n(l~Rj/(n+l)) ,where is the range of 

(see Bickel and Doksum (1969)), we have for all distributions F that 

Ef(S) - I EF(W) • I Ef(K») - I Ef<M2). 

(see Bickel and Doksum (1969)). It may also be of interest to know that 

for the test statistic (see p. 22) with optimal choices of 

l < r < s < k < n  w e  h a v e  E  ( T , )  =  0 . 9 6  a n d  E  ( T , )  =  1 , 5 0  ( s e e  
3 *4 

Vännman (1975)). 

The perhaps surprisingly small values of E (T) in Table 6.1 depend 
2 

on the fact that the failure rate of the Makeham distribution is equal to 

1 + 9(l-exp(-t)), which very soon becomes approximately constant. 

7. A small sample study 

In practice we often have small samples. Therefore an investigation of 

the different test statistics when the sample size is small is desirable. 

We have made a minor study with the different test statistics (cf. p. 22). 
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Against 

IFR: A^, A2 ; 

IFRA: B ; 

NBUE: K* ; 

DMRL: V* ; 

heavy-tailedness: E. 

However, before doing this study we need the lower and upper percentile 

points in the different cases. For A^ and E they are easily calcu

lated exactly. For V* and K* they are tabulated in Hollander 

and Proschan (1975) arid Barlo w et al. (1972), respectively. For 

A2 and B we carried out a simulation study for n = 10 and n = 20 

with 20000 replications each. See Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. 

TABLE 7.1 Critical values of the IFR-statistic k^vT^O/n' 

Lower tail Upper tail 

1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 

n = 10 -3.228 -2.395 -1.922 3.279 2.393 1.951 

n = 20 -2.812 -1.968 -1.573 2.803 1.966 1.578 

r 

TABLE 7.2 Critical values of the IFRA-statistic B /210/n 

Lower tail Upper tail 

1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 

n = 10 -2.156 -1.671 -1.376 2.906 1.976 1.463 

n • 20 -2.132 -1.625 -1.323 2.690 1.850 1.416 
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We have simulated the power of tests with significance level a = 0.05 

for some Weibull, Pareto and gamma alternatives (cf. p. 28), both for 

n = 10 and n = 20 . We also included the life distribution 

(7.1) F(t) = (l-e~3t)(l-e"7t) for t > 0 

which is IFRA but not IFR (see Barlow and Proschan (1975), p. 83). The 

power estimates are based on 2000 simulations each. For an interesting 

comparison in the n = 20 case we also included the test statistic 

(see (3.19)).studied by Vännman (1975), in the following forms 

7 
(7.2) T/W = t(20)/ Z t(j) 

j = l 

and 

14 
(7.3) T.P = t(20)/ Z t(j). 

j-1 

The choices of the parameters k, s and r (to 20, 19 and 7(14), respec

tively) are done in such a manner that T^W and T^P have as large 

asymptotic efficiency as possible against the Weibull and Pareto alterna

tive, respectively (see Vännman (1975)). 

The lower and upper percentile points for T^W and T^P were simulated 

with 20000 replications each (see Tables 7.3 and 7.4). 

The power estimates are given in Tables 7.5 and 7.6 on p.32. 

TABLE 7.3 Critical values of the test statistic T^W in (7.2) 

Lower tail Upper tail 

1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 

0.809 1.072 1.263 4.518 5.618 8.138 
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TABLE 7.4 Critical values of the test statistic T^P in (7.3) 

Lower tail Upper tail 

1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 

0.229 0.275 0.309 0.834 0.985 1.318 

TABLE 7.5 Power estimates based on 2000 samples of size n = 20 with 

significance level a = 0.05. 

A. A„ B V* K* E T.W T.P 
12 4 4 

Weibull 
e - 1.5 

Weibull 
e = 2.0 

Weibull 
0 = 0.8 

F acc to 
(7.1) 

Pareto 
e = 1/2 

Gamma 
e = 2.0 

0.44 0.37 0.62 0.30 0.65 0.08 0.63 0.50 

0.78 0.75 0.97 0.59 0.98 0.15 0.98 0.93 

0.18 0.27 0.33 0.27 0.35 0.16 0.35 0.29 

0.35 0.12 0.39 0.08 0.31 0.07 0.31 0.19 

0.37 0.42 0.33 0.55 0.56 0.36 0.52 0.54 

0.53 0.30 0.65 0.21 0.62 0.08 0.60 0.41 

TABLE 7.6 Power estimates based on 2000 samples of size n = 10 with 

significance level a = 0.05. 

A1 A2 B V* K* 

Weibull 
e = 1.5 

Weibull 
0 = 2.0 

Weibull 
0 = 0.8 

F acc to 
(7.1) 

Pareto 
B = 1/2 

Gamma 
0 = 2.0 

0.30 0.24 0.40 0.20 0.37 0.09 

0.61 0.51 0.76 0.39 0.77 0.13 

0.15 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.21 0.12 

0.21 0.10 0.23 0.10 0.19 0.07 

0.26 0.26 0.23 0.31 0.34 0.24 

0.33 0.17 0.37 0.15 0.34 0.09 
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Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show some interesting facts. We observe that of 

the two IFR statistics A^ and the simpler has larger 

power values than A2 in most cases. Further we note that the power 

values of A^ are smaller than the corresponding values of B and K*. 

Observe however that K* is a test statistic against the larger class 

of NBUE distributions. We also note that the IFRA statistic B has 

power values quite comparable to the values of K*. For the IFRA distri

bution F defined by (7.1) the power values of B are even larger than 

those of K*. We observe that the test statistic E against heavy-tailed-

ness has unpleasant small power values in all cases except the Pareto case. 

We also note that T^W has larger power values than T^P in all the Wei-

bull cases but smaller power values when F is the Pareto distibution. 

This is of course exp ected. 

8. An illustration 

Barlow et al. (1972) studied times between air conditioner failures on 

selected aircrafts (see Barlow et al. (1972), pp. 269-271 and Proschan 

(1963)). By using the cumulative TTT-stat istic V = u^ (cf. p. 19) 

Barlow et al. (1972) tested 

Hq: F is the exponential distribution 

against 

H^: F is DFR (but not exponential). 

Table 8.1 (from Proschan (1963)) shows the failure data from five different 

aircrafts. When the data from a single airplane is tested HQ is rejected 

at the significance level a = 0V05 only for plane 7915. 
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TABLE 8.1 Intervals between failures of air conditioning equipments on 

aircrafts (from Proschan (1963)). 

Plane 

7907 7908 7915 7916 8044 

194 413 201 359 50 487 

15 14 118 9 254 18 

41 58 34 12 5 100 

29 37 31 270 283 7 

33 100 18 603 35 98 

181 65 18 3 12 5 

9 67 104 85 

169 57 2 91 

447 62 438 43 

184 7 230 

36 22 3 

34 130 

As an illustration we computed the values of the different test sta

tistics studied in this report by using 20 values, randomly chosen, from 

the failure times of plane 7908 (the times 413, 118 and 18 were excluded). 

The result is summarized in Table 8.2 on p. 35. There is a good agreement 

with the result obtained by Barlow et al. (1972). The only exception is 

that E indicates a heavy-tailed distribution. 

It is well-known that a mixture of distributions , all of which are DFR 

(including the exponential distribution), itself is DFR (see Barlow and 

Proschan (1975), p. 104). Therefore, if we pool together failure times 

from different aircrafts and regard this as a sample from a life distri

bution F we expect HQ to be rejected. 
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As an illustration we chose the first five values in Table 8.1 from 

each of the planes 7907, 7908, 7916 and 8044 (we did not use plane 7915 

since the failure intervals from this plane alone were shown by Barlow 

et al. (1972) to come from a DFR life distribution). Table 8.3 on p. 36 

shows the values of the different statistics and the corresponding rejec 

tion areas. As we can see, is rejected at the significance level 

a = 0.05 if we use A2, B , V* or K*. HQ is not rejected if we use 

A^ or E . This may depend on the fact that these statistics are more 

sensitive to extreme values. Furthermore, Tables 7.5 and 7.6 on p. 32 

indicate that A^ has less power against DFR life distributions than 

A2, B, V* and K*. 

TABLE 8.2 Values of the test statistics for failure times from plane 7908. 

Values of the 

test statistics Re jection area 

Values of the 

test statistics 

a = 5% a = 10% 

A1 0.064 > 0.114 > 0.081 

A2»/7560/n7 -0.944 < -1.968 < -1.573 

B y4lO/n5 -0.007 < -1.625 < -1.323 

W210n -1.796 < -1.865 < -1.434 

K* -0.063 < -0.104 < -0.081 

E 0.047 < 0.050 < 0.100 
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TABLE 8.3 Values of the test statistics for five failure times from 

each of the planes 7907, 7908, 7916 and 8044. 

Values of the 

test statistics Rejection area 

Values of the 

test statistics 

a = 5Z a = 10% 

A1 -0.011 > 0.114 > 0.081 

A2^560/n7 -2.431 < -1.968 < -1.573 

B »4x0/n5 -1.484 < -1.625 < -1.323 

W210n ' -1.973 < -1.865 < -1.434 

K» -0.111 < -0.104 < -0.081 

E 0.533 < 0.050 < 0.100 

As a further illustration we have included the TTT-plots based on 

the two samples. See Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 

u. 

Figure 8.1 TTT-plot based*on 20 failure times 

from plane 7908 (see Tabl„ 8.1). 
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1 

u. 
J 

j/n 1 

Figure 8.2 TTT-plot based on five failure times 

from each of the planes 7907, 7908, 7916 and 

8044 (see Table 8.1). 
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